
Subject: Re: A T L 4 N T I S Commands list
Posted by HaOsLsE on Thu, 04 Sep 2008 16:30:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Can we download this mod?  I'd like to test it, my kid has played here a lot over the last couple
years on the old l4b server too.  I'd like to see what it takes to host it.  I see it lagging and crashing
every now and then.  I noticed it looks to be hosted on a home pc/server or something because
SFPS/pings always drops when there seems to be more players.

If I could get the mod, I'd most likely host it for free and of course you would have full rights over
the server and FDS.  It will be hosted on a dedicated/leased machine in a Datacenter, with direct
connection to the internet, so bandwidth/sfps lag will not be  a problem. I know it will not help with
crashing from code, but that's something I can't fix and I'm sure all that play can deal with as long
as it runs smooth normally.

If I host it, there will be no RDP, but full access to Server folder via FTP.  I'm at work, so I dunno
what bot it runs, since cloudy does not let you restart it via IRC, I can add it to my scripts so you
can start/stop it from IRC...that is if you are using cloudy.  Depends all on the bot.

I've looked around for this mod but couldn't find it.  I didn't look too hard, but after reading some, I
assume that it is not released to public users.  If I get it, I can assure you, it will not be leaked out.

Lemme know what you think please.

Thanks for reading this long Arse post.
You can email met @ HaOsLsE@Coming4You.Net
~HaO
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